
 What body kits are currently available for the Hyundai Tiburon?
There are a lot of choices for both the 1st Gen (97-99), 2nd Gen (00-01) and 3rd 
Gen (03+).  Make sure you get a specific set to your car. There are some 
universal pieces though. Spoilers may be able to fit both, and the turbulence, 
and most other side skirts fit Gen1 and Gen2 applications. SharkRacing Z shark 
fenders also apply to both Gen1 and Gen2. the list below is divided by 
Manufacturer/Distributor:

            
   Shark Racing
   ATH

Kore Motorsports
HDK Autosports
K-Spec

 What else could I add to the bodywork of my Tiburon? 

Well, don't forget a list of things. You have a rear window spoiler, you have front 
side flaps,  you can have a paint shop take your hood and create a heat 
extractor or a hood scoop, as well as getting shark fenders and putting them 
right into your quarter panels. There are even ways to convert a 1st generation 
Tiburon, to have the hood and lights of the 2ng generation. This has been done 
many times in Korea, but no one seems to have attempted it yet in the states. 

 How do I paint my body kit? 
You could get some factory paint and paint the application yourself if you feel 
comfortable doing so or have experience with painting. Another section covers 
this. I would reccomend taking the car and the kit to a professional and getting 
several estimates, as well as taking care to their experience and professionalism. 
Some may say you get what you pay for, and you will probably want the color to 
match up perfect as though the car has never been painted, and that is just 
simply what it looks like 

 What finishing touches should I add to my body kit? 
Some people top them off with a set of altezza lights, clear corners, and possibly 
graphics. Body graphics or windshield banners, etc. Although I finished my car at 
one point with a shark fin smack dab in the hood, I wouldn't recommend that to 
anyone that isn't a very light hearted person :-)    Also an idea for those 
repainting their whole car is to mold the pieces together. A body shop should be 
able to help you with this. This creates a smooth appearance. All the pieces are 
molded together and painted, for a sharp clean look. Check other faqs on 
shaving handles, emblems, corners, door openings etc. All of these can also be 
applied to the body to give it a unique appearance as well as show car features. 

 All the kits are ugly, what am I supposed to do? 
People have their opinions. If you don't like a kit, check out more. There are a lot 
of places offering them. Something you can do is a combination of pieces. You 
could get a front bumper, side skirts, rear window spoiler and a rear spoiler, and 
it will be totally unique. If you could split a kit, there are even more options 
available. it's your car, you do what you like, with your pocket book, and 
probably your wife, as your guide. 

Thanks to ravdav for his contribution to this topic
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